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The Original Chinatown Ice Cream

Factory 

"Homemade With Exotic Flavors"

Who would have thought that some of the best homemade ice creams in

New York City are located right in the heart of Manhattan's Chinatown?

The dozens of flavors include Spicy Ginger embedded with tiny ginger

pieces, Mild Red Bean and the ever-popular Green Tea. Lychee Nut and

Pistachio are also amazing. The tiny shop has no seating area but the

winding streets of Chinatown provide ample good view while you stroll

with your treat.

 +1 212 608 4170  www.chinatownicecreamf

actory.com

 chinatownicecream@gmail.

com

 65 Bayard Street, New York

NY
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Bubby's 

"Tribeca's Preferred Brunch Destination"

For the most part, this Tribeca restaurant is a grazing spot for the upscale

loft-dwellers of the neighborhood. However, come weekends, the eatery is

buzzing with diners looking to savor a hearty brunch. Don’t be surprised

to find a serpentine queue awaiting you at peak hours. No matter the time

of the day, Bubby's is the place to head to when you crave comfort food

such as deviled eggs, fried chicken and apple pie. The decadent desserts

and heady cocktails on offer are major crowd pullers. When the weather

permits, the patio makes for a pleasant dining destination too.

 +1 212 219 0666  www.bubbys.com/  120 Hudson Street, New York NY

Financier Patisserie 

"Patisserie Perfection!"

Founded in 2002, this small chain of French-inspired pastry shops has

since become a favorite in Manhattan. This Stone Street location is the

original and almost every single delectable item on sale is absolutely

amazing, from the macarons and coffee to their signature French almond

cake, there are actually no bad choices. They have since opened several

other locations around the city and each one receives the freshest coffee

beans straight from the roaster at each storefront within 24 hours. Not to

be missed, after your eclairs and coffee, don't forget to wander around the

Stone Street Historic District right out the door.

 +1 212 344 5600  62 Stone Street, New York NY
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Caffe Palermo 

"A Dessert Haven"

If you want to feel like you are in Palermo, this established cafe is

definitely worth a visit. In the heart of little Italy, the friendly staff serves

Italian desserts at their best. Sit outside and enjoy tiramisu that is

heavenly, eclairs that are sinfully sweet, and their famous cannoli. Wash it

all down with espresso or cappuccino, or try a refreshing Italian soda

available in a variety of flavors.

 +1 212 431 4205  www.caffepalermo.com/  info@caffepalermo.com  148 Mulberry Street, New

York NY

Ferrara Bakery & Café 

"Original Espresso"

Ferrara claims to be America's first espresso bar, and whether it is or it is

not, patrons can agree that it has been around for a long time. And

despite whether they are first, second or third, the quality and quantity of

their desserts and espresso merit acclaim. Since 1892, this pastry shop

has been serving patrons delicious dolci and even amidst the hustle and

bustle of modernity outside, this place still transports you to another era

while inside.

 +1 212 226 6150  information@ferraracafe.com  195 Grand Street, New York NY
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Dominique Ansel Bakery 

"Sweet Haven"

In just a short time since its establishment in 2012, Dominique Ansel

Bakery has managed to garner rave reviews and a slew of awards. It's not

surprising, considering chef and owner Dominique Ansel is regarded to be

one of the best pastry chefs in the country. From a delectable array of

cakes and tarts to signature creations like Dominique's Kouign Amann the

bakery has more than enough to satisfy your sweet tooth. For a savory

contrast, the menu also offers a selection of light bites like salads and

sandwiches. Enjoy it all in the glass-enclosed patio at the back.

 +1 212 219 2773  dominiqueansel.com/  info@dominiqueansel.com  189 Spring Street, Between

Sullivan and Thompson

Streets, New York NY
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Melt Bakery 

"Sweet, Cold & Creamy Treats"

Melt is an ice cream shop and bakery that offers its customers rich,

creamy ice cream sandwiched between fresh, crunchy cookies. Using only

fresh, seasonal and sustainable local ingredients, these delicious treats

are prepared from scratch daily at the ice cream shop itself. Although the

selection changes regularly, some delicious regulars include the Morticia

with malted chocolate rum ice cream and chocolate cookies, the Lovelet

with cream cheese ice cream and red velvet Meltcakes, and the Cinnamax

with cinnamon ice cream and snickerdoodles. Available in regular and

mini-sized varieties, Melt ice cream sandwiches are a great choice for an

after dinner treat, or to sweeten a party.

 +1 646 535 6358  info@meltbakery.com  111 Front Street, Brooklyn, New York

NY
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Dante 

"Popular Italian Cafe"

Dante is a charming cafe in Greenwich Village in New York. Located in

one of the busiest neighborhoods of the city, this little gem was once an

iconic landmark cafe and has seen the likes of celebrities from different

walks of life. Today, this revamped cafe is a reflection of new meets old,

with a fresh new menu and dining space and at the same time the walls

adorning old photographs of celebrities who visited the cafe. Popular even

today among locals, this place is flocked by hungry diner waiting to gorge

on classic Italian dishes which are served here with the utmost attention

to presentation. Visit the restaurant for reminiscing the cafes good old

days and some delectable Italian dishes.

 +1 212 982 5275  www.dante-nyc.com/  dante@dante-nyc.com.  79-81 MacDougal Street,

New York NY
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Spot Dessert Bar 

"Sugar for the Body"

Spot Dessert Bar offers popular ice creams and pastries with an Asian

twist. With quirky flavors like Green Tea in the Thai Tea Creme Brulee,

berries in Yuzu Eskimo and jasmine in the Kabocha Brulee cake, this

dessert shop adds a new dimension to the average American dessert.

There are pastries and ice creams too and the shop is a colorful mix of

sweet treats for the sweet lovers. There is Oreo, tapioca, brownie,

raspberry and nata de coco ice cream, among other flavors. The Spot

Dessert Bar also has catering and delivery services.

 +44 212 677 5670  www.spotdessertbar.com/  contact@spotdessertbar.co

m

 13 Saint Marks Place, New

York NY

ChikaLicious 

"Dessert Delight"

This swanky little eatery is one of the most popular hangouts for a casual

meet or a dessert date. Desserts are a source of endless creativity for the

innovative chefs - it isn't often you'll get to try a warm chocolate tart with

pink peppercorn ice-cream and red wine sauce. If you're not a chocaholic,

there are plenty of other options, including spiced pound cake with a

dollop of cream. ChikaLicious is not for calorie counters but for some

highly original sweet indulgence, it's well worth a stop.

 +1 212 995 9511  www.chikalicious.com  chikalicious.dessert@gmail

.com.

 203 East 10th Street,

Between 2nd and 1st Avenue,

New York NY
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Magnolia Bakery 

"Old Fashioned Sweets"

Old-fashioned goodness is chic at this Greenwich Village bakery and café.

Many trendsetters are spotted nibbling on cupcakes with chocolate,

mocha or white buttercream icing. Their cakes are also hard to resist and

the beautiful presentation makes them perfect for special occasions. The

Hummingbird Cake is particularly enticing, made with bananas, pineapple

and pecans, and covered gingerly with cream cheese icing. Since they

bake on the premises, this cafe is also quite entertaining. You can watch

the diligent bakers work their magic right before your eyes. They also

deliver at select locations.

 +1 212 462 2572  www.magnoliabakery.com

/blogs/stores/bleecker-

street

 info@magnoliabakery.com  401 Bleecker Street, At West

11th Street, New York NY
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Max Brenner Chocolate 

"Food for the Gods"

Are you possessed with the nagging urge for chocolate that you just can

not get over? Well, this dessert house will bail you out with its notorious

cocoa concoctions. Sip hot, dark or white chocolate, or a creamy, fragrant

cappuccino. To break your fast in the morning there are strawberry-

topped waffles, peanut butter brioche French toast, or bagels and

pastries. Then crepes, lasagna, sausages, salmon quiche, salads and

soups are up for grabs for lunch. Let your kids squeal over the specialties

crafted for them in the menu. If you are prone to piling on the pounds,

avail of the reduced calories menu that cuts back the flab while you take

the choco ride!

 +1 646 467 8803  www.maxbrenner.com/loc

ations/usa/restaurant-nyc/

 USQreservations@maxbre

nner.com

 841 Broadway, Between 13th

and 14th Streets, New York

NY
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Momofuku Bakery & Milk Bar 

"These Desserts Are Just Peachy"

Momofuku means "lucky peach" and that's exactly what you'll feel like

when you walk in the door. The food is exactly what it sounds like: baked

goods (cookies, breads, cakes, pies and a few savory items), and a

selection of creatively flavored milks, soft-serve and various toppings. All

baked goods can be made to go, including wedding cakes and other

specialties. Decor is minimal, with an industrial kitchen-meets-bakery

style. For something different, try the compost cookie, made with pretzels

and potato chips, a slice of crack pie, and some cereal milk to wash it

down.

 +1 646 692 4154  milkbarstore.olo.com/menu/milk-

bar-east-village

 251 East 13th Street, Corner of 13th and

2nd Avenue, New York NY
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Tea & Sympathy 

"Tea & Sympathy"

Tea & Sympathy is a cozy little spot that features one of the most

authentic British experiences in the city, or practically anywhere else for

that matter. The small shop serves up buttery scones, treacle pudding and

steak and kidney pie. Portions are generous, the service comforting and

atmosphere laid-back. The walls are covered with humorous newspaper

clippings from Britain. Adjacent is the restaurant's take-out store, where

expatriates and Anglophiles can stock up on their favorite English items.

 +1 212 807 8329  www.teaandsympathy.co

m/

 info@teaandsympathy.com  108 Greenwich Avenue, New

York NY
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Brooklyn Farmacy & Soda

Fountain 

"Taste the Nostalgia"

For a taste of old school New York, come to this former apothecary, now

the Brooklyn Farmacy. The Farmacy now is a classic soda fountain, where

guests can come get a taste of delicious ice cream and nostalgia. Monster

sundaes, milkshakes, egg creams and sparkling sodas are what the place

is really known for. However, they also offer up a solid menu of classic

American dishes like grilled cheese or meatloaf sandwiches. Kids and

adults alike can enjoy the tasty offerings in this delightfully old timey soda

fountain.

 +1 718 522 6260  www.brooklynfarmacyand

sodafountain.com/

 brooklynfarmacy@gmail.co

m

 513 Henry Street, Brooklyn,

New York NY
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Billy's Bakery 

"Happiness is a Warm Bun"

If you are greeted with a pat on the head and hoisted up on a stool, you

know you are in Billy's Bakery. Very old-school retro, from the walls to the

wallpaper, it is indeed charming given that it is New York. Fancy a

cupcake, cookie, chocolate or muffin? Then Billy's bakery is the way to

head. Cakes can be ordered from Billy's Bakery a day in advance, and if

something elaborate, maybe two.

 +1 212 647 9956  billysbakerynyc.com/page

s/chelsea

 info@billysbakerynyc.com  184 9th Avenue, Between

21st and 22nd Street, New

York NY
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Empire Diner 

"Revived NYC Diner"

After a brief hiatus, this iconic New York diner was reopened and revived

under celebrity chef Amanda Freitag in January 2014. The restaurant

offers popular dishes and quintessential comfort foods like matzo ball

soup, cheesecakes and much more. The menu comprises of diner food-

made-chic, thanks to Freitag's culinary flair. Try the buffalo skate wings or

go for the Empire Burger, there is nothing here that will leave you

disappointed.

 +1 212 335 2277  empire-diner.com/  info@empire-diner.com  210 Tenth Avenue, At West

22nd Street, New York NY

Fabiane's 

"From Brazil to Brooklyn"

Owner/chef Fabiane Lima arrived in New York City over ten-years ago on

vacation and as life would have it, she found her dream here in this pastry

shop. Since 2001, she has managed this bakery with a strict adherence to

healthy ingredients and simple flavors. If you happen to find yourself in

Williamsburg, step on in for a great cup of coffee, a bit of flavor from her

native Brazil or just the right sandwich to start out your lunch. The

combination of the simple and unpretentious food with the cozy

atmosphere makes Fabiane's the perfect little misturada (blend or mix in

Portuguese) of pastry shop and a place to meet and eat.

 +1 718 218 9632  www.fabianes.com/  office@fabianes.com  142 North 5th Street, New

York NY
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Steve's Authentic Key Lime Pies 

"Pie Perfection."

Steve’s Authentic Key Lime Pie is your gateway to Brooklyn’s most

delectable pies. Grab a slice and pull a chair by their colorful picnic tables

to set yourself an indulgent fare. In addition to the melt-in-the-mouth key

lime pies, the bakery offers an assortment of tempting desserts such as

the Swingle, which is a signature tart dipped in Belgian chocolate. The

fame and allure of the decadent offerings here are quite widespread; do

head to Steve’s Authentic Key Lime Pie at the earliest for a slice of pure

deliciousness.

 +1 718 858 5333  keylime.com/  inquiry@keylime.com  185 Van Dyke Street,

Brooklyn, New York NY
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Ayza Wine & Chocolate Bar 

"Sensational Chocolate and Wine"

Ayza Wine and Chocolate Bar located in Midtown, provides a perfect fine-

dining experience focusing solely on chocolate and wine. With an

impressive selection of wines and champagnes, Ayza has something to

delight every palate. If you have no knowledge of wines, fear not as they

are happy to organize an intimate wine tasting and food pairing for your

visit. With perfect decor that is elegant and classy yet at the same time

cozy, and the perfect combination of exquisite wine and chocolate, Ayza

has a sensual ambiance perfect for a romantic evening. Be sure to try their

famed White Truffle Pizza and sip on a Chocolate Martini if you are not in

the mood for wine. Visit their website for more details on special events

like Couples Night, Girls Night Out and others.

 +1 212 714 2992  ayzanyc.com/  info@ayzanyc.com  11 West 31st Street, New

York NY
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Patiserrie Tomoko 

"Perfect Fusion"

If you're on the lookout for something a little more special and unique

than the usual sweet treat, head to Patiserrie Tomoko. Here, you will find

a perfectly balanced fusion of traditional French baking with the

simplicity, ingredients and tasteful restraint of Japanese cuisine. It is

divided into two sections, a more casual, take-out pastry and dessert

counter and a sit-down section where diners can enjoy sophisticated

dessert and drink and wine pairings from the full bar, both sections with

their own respective offerings. Menu items known to have grace the

kitchen at Tomoko include Mochi, green tea cheese tarts, and classic

French macarons, as well as the special, daily changing offerings on the

dine-in dessert menu.

 +1 718 388 7121  patisserietomoko.com/  sweets@patisserietomoko.

com

 568 Union Avenue,

Brooklyn, New York NY

Cafe Lalo 

"Dessert Rendezvous"

This is the festive little Upper West Side cafe where Tom Hanks and Meg

Ryan filmed a scene for their movie You've Got Mail. With its 1890's

Parisian decor and floor-to-ceiling French windows, it is a picture perfect

spot for a cup of coffee and dessert. The menu includes a variety of

sandwiches, soups and salads. The real draw however is the limitless

array of desserts, including more than 30 types of cheesecake and at least

as many tarts and pies.

 +1 212 496 6031  www.cafelalo.com/  cafe@cafelalo.com  201 West 83rd Street, New

York NY
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The Lemon Ice King of Corona 

"The Lemon Ice King of Corona"

The family of owner Peter Benfaremo (the self-proclaimed Lemon Ice King

of Corona) has been serving up Italian ices in this Queens location of for

over 50 years. The ices come in dozens of flavors, ranging from standards

like lemon, coconut and chocolate to exotics like peanut butter,

cantaloupe and raspberry. All are made with fresh ingredients. Expect to

wait for your ice as there is almost always a line, especially in the summer.

 +1 718 699 5133  jbarbacc@hotmail.com  52-02 108th Street, Between 52nd and

Corona Avenue, New York NY
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